being a mental patient in seventeenth-and eighteenth-century England, although in many ways they are also frustrating. In the Foreword, Roy Porter returns to a favourite theme from his book, A social history of madness (1987) , the importance of listening to the voices of the mad, and Professor Ingram's Introduction provides a cogent analysis of the way in which these authors chose to make use of the written word to highlight their plight, but also to make sense of their experience. History has treated the writings of the mentally ill with a great deal of condescension, but it would be a mistake to go to the other extreme The three male authors were seeking recompense for unjust confinement, but Hannah Allen's account is particularly interesting, as she was the only one cared for in a home setting, and the only one who accepted she had been ill. Allen detailed several serious suicide attempts and her eventual triumph over the Devil through Christian fortitude. The extent of self-loathing expressed, and her retrospective sorrow for rude and scornful behaviour, all provide an authentic picture of severe depression, and depict a form of home care which placed her illness in a religious rather than a medical framework. Cruden, Bruckshaw and Belcher, all writing in the eighteenth century, did not accept that they had been ill. The two former both sought personal restitution, but Belcher's blend of sarcasm and irony lays out a wider case for reforming the system. His monograph addressed to Frederick Bull, a Wilkeite, made appeal to traditional liberties, as did the patient John Perceval in the nineteenth century.
Aside from publishing, none of these authors attempted, like Perceval, to galvanize a wider basis of support for the mentally ill (N Hervey, 'Advocacy or folly ', Med. Hist., 1986, 30) , and after reading these accounts one is left with an uneasy feeling that although they provide a fascinating window on past discourses long lost to us, they are deeply personal documents lost in a borderland between offlcial indifference and the impulsion to assert a self which may have been deeply flawed. Rodopi, 1996, pp. viii, 577, Hfl. 275 .00, $171.00 (hardback 90-420-0039-2), Hfl. 75.00, .
The correspondence of James Jurin, a mathematician and physician who served as
